Task 3. You are going to give a talk about animals. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and speak for not more than 2 minutes (10-12 sentences).

Remember to say:

- what wild animals live in your region;
- why people build zoos in the cities and towns;
- whether it is a good idea to keep a wild animal as a pet, and why;
- what your attitude to zoos is.

fox  beaver  deer  squirrel  hare  bear
Introduction

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

The main part

To start with, there are (not) many wild animals in my region. The most common ones are
______________________________________________________________________

Some of them we can see in the zoo.

Zoos are getting more popular nowadays. People build them for many reasons.
Firstly, ______________________________________________________________
Secondly, ____________________________________________________________
Finally, ______________________________________________________________

save endangered animals; provide education; give a chance of face-to-face communication and interaction; watch animals in their natural environment;

Some people keep wild animals as pets. I personally ____________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

the unnatural environment; provide a balanced diet; dangerous, unpredictable;

In my opinion zoos are __________________________________________________________

They ________________________________________________________________

I know many people disagree with me but I still think they have more benefits than drawbacks.

Conclusion

In conclusion I’d like to say that wild animals are very important for ecosystem and people must try their best to save and protect wildlife.